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[1] Understanding the behavior of large outlet glaciers draining the Greenland Ice Sheet is
critical for assessing the impact of climate change on sea level rise. The flow of
marine‐terminating outlet glaciers is partly governed by calving‐related processes taking
place at the terminus but is also influenced by the drainage of surface runoff to the bed
through moulins, cracks, and other pathways. To investigate the extent of the latter effect,
we develop a distributed surface‐energy‐balance model for Helheim Glacier, East
Greenland, to calculate surface melt and thereby estimate runoff. The model is driven by
data from an automatic weather station operated on the glacier during the summers of 2007
and 2008, and calibrated with independent measurements of ablation. Modeled melt varies
over the deployment period by as much as 68% relative to the mean, with melt rates
approximately 77% higher on the lower reaches of the glacier trunk than on the upper
glacier. We compare melt variations during the summer season to estimates of surface
velocity derived from global positioning system surveys. Near the front of the glacier,
there is a significant correlation (on >95% levels) between variations in runoff (estimated
from surface melt) and variations in velocity, with a 1 day delay in velocity relative to melt.
Although the velocity changes are small compared to accelerations previously observed
following some calving events, our findings suggest that the flow speed of Helheim Glacier
is sensitive to changes in runoff. The response is most significant in the heavily crevassed,
fast‐moving region near the calving front. The delay in the peak of the cross‐correlation
function implies a transit time of 12–36 h for surface runoff to reach the bed.
Citation: Andersen, M. L., et al. (2010), Spatial and temporal melt variability at Helheim Glacier, East Greenland, and its effect
on ice dynamics, J. Geophys. Res., 115, F04041, doi:10.1029/2010JF001760.

1. Introduction
[2] In assessing climate change and its impact on sea level
rise, understanding changes in the flow dynamics of large
outlet glaciers and ice streams is crucial. Flow speed variations occur on a variety of timescales, from minutes
[Amundson et al., 2008; Nettles et al., 2008] to months [e.g.,
Luckman and Murray, 2005; Joughin et al., 2008b] to years
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[e.g., Luckman et al., 2006; Howat et al., 2007, 2008] and
longer. It has recently been established that variations in
conditions at the glacier terminus exert an important influence on glacier flow speed in Greenland [e.g., Amundson
et al., 2008; Howat et al., 2008a; Joughin et al., 2008c;
Nettles et al., 2008; Nick et al., 2009], but less is known
about how variations in surface melting influence outlet
glacier dynamics. During the annual melt season, a fraction
of the meltwater produced at the surface evaporates and a
fraction may run off the glacier via supraglacial channels.
Part of the meltwater also drains from the surface into the
englacial hydrological system through crevasses and moulins. This system is likely to supply water to the bed of the
glacier. Changes in this supply may affect the flow of the
glacier by increasing the basal water pressure and reducing
the effective pressure, creating a lubricating effect at the ice‐
bedrock interface. Although this effect has been established
on alpine glaciers [e.g., Iken and Bindschadler, 1986;
Bartholomaus et al., 2008], and within the ice sheet [e.g.,
Zwally et al., 2002; van de Wal et al., 2008], its magnitude
on fast‐flowing outlet glaciers in Greenland has not been
studied extensively. In this study, we focus on the effect of
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runoff on the flow of Helheim Glacier, a large outlet glacier
in East Greenland.
[3] Melt studies conducted on glaciers have used a variety
of techniques, depending on the timescale and available
data. A frequently used technique is the positive degree‐day
(PDD) model, which employs a correlation between melt
and periods with above zero mean air temperatures [e.g.,
Reeh, 1991; Braithwaite, 1995]. PDD methods require
minimal input data and are therefore suitable for large areas
and long timescales since few parameterizations need be
made. Hanna et al. [2005] applied this technique to calculate runoff for the entire Greenland Ice Sheet at 5 × 5 km
resolution and Huybrechts et al. [1991] used the PDD
method to project runoff for future warming scenarios. An
alternative, physically based, approach is to calculate the
surface energy balance (SEB) and thus quantify the energy
available for melt at the surface [Hock, 2005]. Due to the
greater requirement for observational input data, energy‐
balance models typically are run for short timescales and
small areas, although van de Wal and Oerlemans [1994]
constructed an energy‐balance model for the entire Greenland Ice Sheet at 20 km resolution. Recent work (modeling
as well as in situ observations) has increased the performance and resolution of large‐scale energy‐balance models
through improvements of regional climate models. These
models can include an energy‐balance model at the ice‐
atmosphere boundary, as in the case of Ettema et al. [2009],
which describes model runs over the Greenland Ice Sheet
with an 11 km resolution.
[4] Most of what is known about the general velocity
behavior of glaciers in Greenland comes from space‐based
remote sensing studies, either for the whole ice sheet
perimeter [e.g., Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006] or for
specific glacier catchment basins [e.g., Stearns et al., 2005;
Luckman et al., 2006; Howat et al., 2007, 2008a; Joughin et
al. 2008a]. A limitation of this approach is the low temporal
resolution of most remote sensing products.
[5] Ground‐based melt and velocity studies have been
conducted in Greenland by several authors, although almost
exclusively on the ice sheet, not on outlet glaciers. Zwally et
al. [2002] found indications of an association between surface generated meltwater and the velocity of the ice sheet
near Swiss Camp, north of Jakobshavn Isbræ. Near Kangerlussuaq, South West Greenland, van de Wal et al. [2008]
observed velocity variations of up to 30% along the K‐
transect during the 2005–2006 melt season. In the same
area, Shepherd et al. [2009] found increases of ice sheet
flow speed of up to 35% per positive degree‐day of melting.
While ground‐based methods typically have very high
temporal resolution, they suffer from the lack of spatial
coverage of space‐ or airborne remote sensing techniques.
[6] Joughin et al. [2008b] combined field observations
with remote sensing data and noted a large and widespread
influence of surface meltwater on ice sheet velocity, with
smaller variations in outlet glacier velocity resulting from
meltwater lubrication. Those authors observed seasonal
velocity increases of 50–100% (36–71 m yr−1) on the ice
sheet and 9–14% (51–77 m yr−1) on regions defined as
outlet glaciers.
[7] Little is known about short‐term velocity variations in
outlet‐glacier flow. Amundson et al. [2008] and Nettles et al.
[2008] established a correlation between calving events and
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glacier acceleration at Jakobshavn and Helheim glaciers.
However, no comprehensive study has investigated the link
between changes in melt rates and near‐terminus velocity
variations on fast outlet glaciers. As the climate warms,
understanding the influence of meltwater becomes increasingly important for estimates of sea level rise. In addition to
the direct effect of added freshwater runoff into the oceans,
indirect effects such as the influence of meltwater on ice
flow speed must be considered.
[8] Here, we develop a surface‐energy‐balance model for
Helheim Glacier in East Greenland, utilizing data recorded
by an automatic weather station (AWS) deployed on the
glacier. We compare the pattern of melt variability derived
from the SEB model with a velocity record derived from
global positioning system (GPS) observations to assess the
influence of daily variations in melt volume on glacier
flow speed.

2. Data and Methods
[9] This study combines an observational and a modeling
approach to study the effect of glacier melt variability on
glacier dynamics. The observational component includes
data from an AWS we deployed on the trunk of Helheim
Glacier during the summers of 2007 and 2008, a network of
12–22 continuously operating GPS receivers also deployed
across Helheim Glacier during the summers of 2007 and
2008, and standard stake‐based ablation point measurements made at the locations of the GPS stations during their
deployment, servicing, and retrieval (Figure 1). We use the
AWS data to calibrate and drive a SEB model for the
snow‐free ablation area of Helheim Glacier and use this
model to predict melt variations across the glacier during
the summer seasons of 2007 and 2008. We then perform a
cross‐correlation analysis with the GPS velocity records to
assess the influence of melt variations on glacier speed.
2.1. Surface‐Energy‐Balance Model
[10] We construct a surface‐energy‐balance model for the
snow‐free ablation area of Helheim Glacier, first developing
the SEB model for a single point, corresponding to the
location of our AWS. We then distribute the model across
the glacier as described in section 2.2 below.
[11] We quantify melt by determining the budget of
energy fluxes to and from the surface, following standard
methods [e.g., van de Wal and Oerlemans, 1994; Hock,
2005; Hock and Holmgren, 2005; van As et al., 2005; van
den Broeke et al., 2008]. In our case, the energy flux
available for melt, QM, is determined by the balance of the
terms of the energy flux budget at the surface:
QM ¼ QH þ QE þ QG þ LSW þ LLW þ QR ;

ð1Þ

which is calculated in hourly time steps.
[12] The sensible heat flux, QH, is the turbulent transfer of
heat resulting from a temperature difference between the
surface and near‐surface atmosphere. The latent heat flux,
QE, is a function of the near‐surface atmospheric vapor
gradient and wind speed, giving the heat loss/gain caused by
sublimation and evaporation.
[13] QG is the subsurface heat flux, i.e., heat conducted to
or from the surface through the ice column below. LSW and
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Figure 1. Map of both AWS and GPS deployments in 2007 and 2008 overlain on a 2001 LANDSAT
image. Dots mark the position of (blue) GPS ice sites, (yellow) colocated AWS and GPS sites, and (red)
GPS reference sites. GPS sites mentioned in the text are labeled. Dotted lines are calving front positions
on 4 July 2007 (westernmost) and 24 August 2007, both from MODIS 250‐m images, and 31 July 2008
from field observations.
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LLW are the net short‐wave and long‐wave radiative energy
fluxes, respectively. QR is the energy added to the surface by
rainfall, which in our case is set to zero, due to a lack of
necessary data (see section 2.1.2 below). The sign convention dictates that energy fluxes into the surface are positive,
while fluxes directed away from the surface are negative.
[14] The net short‐wave flux, LSW, is the difference
between the measured incoming short‐wave radiation at the
AWS and the reflected short‐wave radiation found by
applying an albedo value at each time step, as described
below. The net long‐wave radiation, LLW, is the difference
between the incoming long‐wave radiation measured at the
AWS and the outgoing long‐wave radiation calculated from
the modeled surface temperature at each time step, assuming
black‐body properties.
[15] The bulk aerodynamic method assumes that QH is a
function of the air temperature gradient and that QE is a
function of the humidity gradient. In addition, both fluxes
are proportional to wind speed. Assuming Monin‐Obukhov
similarity, the turbulent fluxes, QH and QE, can be approximated as:
QH ¼ cp u  ;
**

ð2Þ

QE ¼ Lv u q ;
* *

ð3Þ

where r is the air density, cp is the specific heat capacity of
air, and Lv is the latent heat of sublimation.
[16] The friction velocity, u*, in equations (2) and (3) is
given as:
kuzw
u ¼  
* ln zw 
m2 þ
z0

;

ð4Þ

m1

where k is Von Karman’s constant, uzw is measured wind
speed at height zw, and z0 is the roughness length scale for
momentum. ym1 and ym2 are momentum stability correction
functions.
[17] The virtual potential temperature scale, *, in
equation (2) is:
k ðv  Ts Þ
 ¼  
* ln ztmp 
h2 þ
zt

;

ð5Þ

h1

where ztmp is the height at which temperature is measured, zt
is the roughness scale for temperature, v is the virtual
temperature, and Ts is the surface temperature. yh1 and yh2
are temperature stability correction functions.
[18] The turbulent scale of humidity, q , in equation (3) is
*
given by:
k ½qðzhum Þ  qð0Þ
q ¼  
;
* ln zhum 
q2 þ q1
zq

ð6Þ

where zhum is the height at which humidity is measured and
zq is the roughness length scale for humidity. yq1 and yq2
are humidity stability correction functions.
[19] The stability correction functions ym1, ym2, yh1, yh2,
yq1, and yq2 in equations (4), (5), and (6) are adopted from
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Paulson [1970] and Holtslag and De Bruin [1988] for stable
and unstable conditions, respectively.
[20] We calculate the subsurface heat flux, QG, using a
one‐dimensional finite difference solution of the heat
equation, such that the energy flux to the surface from the
first layer below the surface is proportional to the temperature difference between the two layers. QG‐energy fluxes
are calculated at 15 min intervals for 200 layers, each 0.05 m
thick, i.e., for a 10 m deep ice column. The layer thickness is
chosen to provide sufficient resolution to represent small
vertical variations while the number of layers is chosen to
ensure that the base of the column is only weakly affected
by diurnal variations and to keep calculations stable. The top
layer in the ice column is fixed at the modeled surface
temperature at each time step and the bottom layer has the
temperature of the layer immediately above it. The bottom
boundary condition implies that we only evaluate the effect
of heat storage and release in the upper ice column. The net
transfer to and from the deeper glacier is not considered. The
model is initialized using an observed summer temperature
profile from the TAS‐U station maintained by the
Programme for Monitoring of the Greenland Ice Sheet
(PROMICE; http://www.promice.dk) at a site ∼100 km
south of Helheim Glacier and at a similar altitude to our
AWS. The effective conductivity is assumed constant in ice
and set to 2.2 WK−1 m−1. The ice density is set to 917 kg m−3.
[21] Short‐wave penetration into the ice causing subsurface heating, and possibly melt, cannot be ignored over a
melting ice surface [e.g., van den Broeke et al., 2008]. For
the short‐wave fraction not reflected by the surface we
therefore apply an exponential absorption for the flux in the
ice column, according to Beer’s law with an extinction
coefficient of 1.4 for ice [Greuell and Konzelmann, 1994].
The resulting contribution is added to the temperature profile used in the solution of the heat equation described
above. In cases where the subsurface temperature reaches
the melting point, we calculate melt from the excess energy
flux and add this to the melt produced at the surface.
[22] The surface temperature, Ts, is the only remaining
unknown parameter. Following, for example, van den
Broeke et al. [2008], we determine Ts by an iterative process in each time step, assuming balance in the energy
budget. For solutions in which Ts > 0°C, Ts is set to the
melting point, leaving a residual energy flux available for
melt (if QM > 0).
[23] With the quantities in the energy budget determined,
the corresponding surface ablation rate, M, (in m s−1) is
M¼

QM
;
ice

ð7Þ

where l is the latent heat of fusion (3.35 × 105 J kg−1) and
rice is the density of ice. The meltwater generated by ablation in the model is assumed to run off the surface instantaneously.
2.1.1. AWS Observations
[24] We drive the surface‐energy‐balance model using
meteorological measurements recorded at Helheim Glacier.
We deployed an AWS on a relatively slow‐moving section
(∼12 m d−1) of the glacier trunk (Figure 1). The AWS collected continuous data (Figure 2) at a rate of one sample per
hour for a total of 27 days in the summer of 2007 and 49
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Figure 2. Time series of meteorological parameters measured by the AWS in (blue) 2007 and (red)
2008. Aspirated temperature is modeled for 2007 (see text). Wind direction is plotted in the interval
[−180, 180] degrees from N with positive values increasing clockwise.

days in the summer of 2008. To facilitate interannual comparisons, we endeavored to occupy approximately the same
glacier location with the AWS during both deployments. The
station locations (approximately 66.42°N, 38.44°W, 640 m
above sea level), were within 650 m distance and 20 m
elevation of each other, with the second year lower than the
first.
[25] The AWS recorded standard meteorological parameters, including wind speed and direction, aspirated air
temperature, ice surface height, short‐ and long‐wave radiative fluxes (incoming and reflected), station tilt, and surface
ablation. Wind speed and direction were measured with a
Young 05103‐5 wind vane; aspirated temperature and relative humidity were measured using a combined fan ventilated Rotronic PT100 temperature probe and an S3
hygroclip, accurate to 0.1 K and 1%, respectively. Radiative
fluxes were measured with a Kipp & Zonen CNR1 net

radiometer with a specified accuracy of 10% on daily totals.
Sensors were mounted on a tripod at heights of 2.8–3.2 m.
The untethered AWS lowered with the ablating surface. The
surface ablation measurement is crucial for evaluating the
SEB model performance and was made on a separate rig
with stakes drilled >5 m into the ice to avoid self‐drilling.
Snow height and ablation were measured with two Campbell SR50 sonic rangers, each accurate to 1 cm.
[26] The air density, rair, a parameter in the turbulent flux
calculations, depends in part on the barometric pressure.
Barometric pressure was not measured at the AWS, but daily
values measured in the nearby town of Tasiilaq (∼100 km
from Helheim glacier) are available from the Danish Meteorological Institute (http://www.dmi.dk/dmi/index/gronland/
vejrarkiv‐gl.htm). These measurements were interpolated
linearly in time to obtain hourly values and were then spatially extrapolated to the station altitude using the barometric
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equation. When the DMI record was incomplete, missing
values were set to mean values of the past 5 years for the day
in question.
[27] Measurements of near‐surface air temperature and
ablation were not acquired in 2007 due to instrument malfunctions. The temperature record for 2007 was therefore
reconstructed using the casing temperature from the CNR1
radiometer, which operated throughout the season. A simple
equation relating observed aspirated air temperature, Tasp, to
casing temperature TCNR1, short‐wave radiation SWin, and
wind speed U was used
Tasp ¼ aTCNR1 þ bSWin þ cU þ d

ð8Þ

and a least‐squares solution was found using the 2008 data.
The solution yielded coefficients a, b, c, and d that were
then used to calculate an aspirated temperature record for
2007 (shown in Figure 2). For the 2008 record the postfit
root‐mean‐square (RMS) residual was 1 K, approximately
one order of magnitude larger than the quoted error of the
PT100 temperature probe (0.1 K). This residual represents
13% of the range of the values measured (8.3 K). We adopt
the value of 1 K as an estimate of the error for the reconstructed 2007 temperature record and include this record
in our analysis. Independent ablation measurements at the
AWS also failed during almost all of 2007, leaving only one
automatically measured value at the end of the time series
available for model validation. Hourly data values were
successfully acquired for all other parameters.
[28] Prior to implementation in the SEB model, the data are
edited for gaps and outliers. Incoming short‐wave radiation
measurements are sensitive to the tilt of the instrument and are
therefore corrected based on tilt measurements using a standard algebraic transformation [e.g., MacWhorter and Weller,
1991]. We also perform a number of other standard corrections, including correction of the sonic ranger ablation measurements for variations in the speed of sound with air
temperature. The measured albedo at the AWS site is also
smoothed with a running ±12 h average.
2.1.2. Perturbation Analysis for SEB Error Assessment
[29] Errors in the SEB model arise from measurement
errors in the input data and inaccuracies in assumptions
made in the model calculations. Following van As et al.
[2005], we use a simplified sensitivity analysis to characterize the effect of parameter perturbations on SEB model
output. Specifically, we alter all measured values (relative
humidity, net short‐wave flux, net long‐wave flux, aspirated
temperature, wind speed and direction, and barometric
pressure) with the quoted uncertainties from the instrument
documentation, positive and negative, about the measured
values. We do this with one parameter at a time while fixing
all remaining parameters to unperturbed values, for all GPS
station locations and the AWS site, and record the difference
with respect to the unperturbed model solution. For each
location, we thereby generate a set of 14 perturbed melt
model outputs (i.e., two per each of the seven measurable
parameters above), which we group into those yielding more
melt than the unperturbed solution and those yielding less
melt. Upper and lower error bounds on the melt are then
calculated by forming, independently for each (positive and
negative) group, the RMS of the residuals of the perturbed
melt outputs relative to the unperturbed model melt solution.
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The resulting (positive and negative) errors thus calculated
are not exactly symmetric because the SEB model is not
linear on the perturbed parameters, because of the small‐
number statistics involved, or both. (A fully comprehensive
error analysis such as in a Monte Carlo‐type simulation is
deemed unnecessary.)
[30] In our analysis the net short‐wave component is
perturbed with the ±10% value provided by Kipp & Zonen
as the uncertainty for daily totals measured with the CNR1
net radiometer. However, van den Broeke et al. [2004],
testing the same sensor, found the actual error value to be
<5%. The application of maximum perturbation values and
the method of accumulating the errors in each time step
leads to a conservative (i.e., large) error estimate for each
time step and for the cumulative melt, with the maximum
error always carried over from one time step to the next.
[31] Energy added to the surface by rainfall is not
included due to the lack of a precipitation record from
Helheim Glacier. A sensitivity study using the Tasiilaq rain
record was performed and revealed very low energy fluxes
(mean contribution to the energy budget was ∼0.25 W m−2).
We therefore do not include this effect, nor do we consider
the added runoff caused by rainwater. While the added
runoff from rainfall has been shown to affect sliding
velocity [e.g., Howat et al., 2008b], applying the Tasiilaq
precipitation record at Helheim Glacier is not justified.
Anecdotal field observations show strongly changing
weather conditions over the ∼100 km between the locations.
2.2. Distributed Surface‐Energy‐Balance Calculations
[32] We distribute the SEB spatially by discretizing the
glacier surface in 500 × 500 m model cells, and calculating
the energy flux available for melt (QM) in each cell. The
distributed SEB model is run for the full periods for which
data are available for 2007 and 2008 (days of year 208–235
for 2007 and days of year 182–232 for 2008). All cells
within the model domain with altitudes above 1000 m above
sea level, or located on rock outcrops, are masked to isolate
the potential melt area. All cells are assumed snow free (i.e.,
not contributing to runoff by way of snowmelt). Field observations from early July 2008 (at the beginning of the data
collection, which was earlier than in 2007) support this
assumption.
2.2.1. Digital Elevation Model
[33] Several of the input parameters for the SEB model are
altitude dependent. We obtain altitudes for the model cells
using a digital elevation model (DEM) of Helheim Glacier
constructed using the method described in Stearns and
Hamilton [2007]. We use an ASTER image acquired on
30 August 2006 and smoothed to 500 m grid spacing, using
nearest‐neighbor interpolation.
[34] Geolocation information is derived from the satellite
ephemeris information contained in the image header file
and has an uncertainty of approximately 50 m. The DEM
uncertainties are a combination of systematic errors and
random errors due to satellite positioning, image acquisition
geometry, and atmospheric conditions. Elevations from GPS
point measurements on Helheim Glacier made at the time of
the 30 August 2006 image acquisition are used to assess the
accuracy of the ASTER DEM [Stearns, 2007]. The absolute
elevation error (RMS difference) of the 30 August 2006
DEM is 16.9 m, most of which is due to a systematic bias in
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Figure 3. (Bars) MODIS derived and (curve) measured albedos in (a) 2007 and (b) 2008 in the model
cell where the AWS was deployed.

the DEM. When this bias is removed, the RMS difference
drops to 6.5 m.
2.2.2. Albedo
[35] A large component of the total energy budget is the
net short‐wave energy flux, LSW, which is the sum of the
incoming and the reflected short‐wave radiation. The
incoming component was measured at the AWS and is
assumed uniform across the model domain. The reflected
component is determined from multiplication of the
incoming component with the reflectivity (albedo). We
acquire daily albedo values for all model cells in the grid
using Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) observations. For 2007 and 2008, 44 and 58
scenes are selected from the MOD10A1 Daily Snow Albedo
product [Hall et al., 2007, 2008], respectively. To avoid
extrapolation near the beginning and end of the experiment,
scenes from outside the deployment periods are also
included. The selected scenes are reprojected onto an equal‐
area regular grid for analysis. Daily values are thus acquired
on a cell‐by‐cell basis. In the case of partly cloud‐covered
images, which cause occasional data gaps for one or more
cells, values are linearly interpolated in time from the last
known albedo value of the relevant cell. The longest data
gaps are 4–5 consecutive days for the majority of the model
domain. Helheim Glacier exhibits large spatial variations in
albedo caused by highly crevassed areas and meltwater
lakes. By using the position‐specific values from the
MODIS pixels we capture this variation in the model to
within a 500 × 500 m resolution.
[36] Stroeve et al. [2006] evaluated the accuracy of the
MOD10A1 albedo product. They found that in the accu-

mulation zone there was a good correlation with field observations, while in the ablation zone, the correlation was
somewhat lower. In a few particular instances, we observe
daily differences between MODIS and observed albedo of
up to ∼20% with the MODIS pixel having an unrealistically
high value. However, an analysis of albedo for the cell
containing the AWS reveals an average difference between
measured and MODIS derived albedo of only ∼3% for 2007
and ∼6% for 2008 (Figure 3). A possible source of this
offset is the difference in spatial averaging between the point
measurement at the AWS and the 500 × 500 m MODIS tile.
It is unclear why the higher MODIS values are most pronounced early in the season, although the changing solar
angle during the measurement period may play a role, as
discussed by Stroeve et al. [2006]. The correlation between
the MODIS albedo, interpolated to hourly values, and the
±12 h smoothed albedo measured by the AWS is significant
at >95% levels, indicating that the temporal variation in the
signal is captured well.
2.2.3. Other Parameterizations
[37] The DEM derived altitudes are used to parameterize
values of aspirated near surface air temperature Tasp. We use
an adiabatic lapse rate of 6.3 K km−1 based on an average of
June, July, and August lapse rates from eight transects along
the Greenland Ice Sheet [Mernild et al., 2008]. Values for the
roughness length for momentum, z0, have large variability in
the literature. Brock et al. [2006] find values for z0 in the range
0.92–5.47 mm for an alpine glacier while Munro [1989] finds
a value of 2.44–2.48 mm for glacier ice. Meesters et al. [1997]
determine a value of 0.3 mm for a melting Greenland ice
surface, while Greuell and Konzelmann [1994] observe z0 =
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3.2 mm for the Swiss Camp location on the West Greenland
ice sheet. We have no direct knowledge of the spatial or
temporal variation of z0 across Helheim Glacier so instead we
calibrate z0 to the value of 4 mm, which is consistent with
cited values and matches the measured and modeled ablation
at the AWS site (see section 3.1.1).
[38] As in Hock and Holmgren [2005], relative humidity
(RH) is assumed homogenous across the glacier and set to
the value measured at the AWS. Given the spatial scale of
the glacier (the total modeled area is ∼515 km2), and the
common surface characteristics (melting ice) in all cells, this
assumption should be reasonable. In addition, RH over a
melting ice surface is expected to be close to saturation most
of the time, counteracting large vertical gradients.
[39] Incoming long‐ and short‐wave radiation is also
assumed to be uniform across the model domain. However,
in each time step the incoming short‐wave radiation for all
model cells is corrected for shading from surrounding
topography and surface element azimuths facing away from
the sun, again based on the DEM.
[40] Wind speed in the model cells is affected by local
topography, providing sheltered as well as exposed areas.
Given the topographic variability within the model domain,
and that we only have wind speed observations from one
point on the glacier, we opt to apply a simple, slope‐ and
curvature‐dependent parameterization of wind speed as
described in Liston and Elder [2006]. The process adjusts the
wind speed in each time step for all model cells, depending on
the wind direction relative to the terrain slope, slope azimuth,
and curvature.
2.3. Stake Measurements
[41] During the deployment of GPS receivers, we
embedded aluminum stakes into the ice at each site. The
stakes were drilled to a depth of 3 m to minimize additional
self‐drilling. Exposed stake heights were measured during
installation, during a midseason servicing visit, and during
retrieval. These measurements yield average melt rates over
the periods between observations. In most cases each site
had two stakes installed for the main part of the deployment,
providing two values, which we average here.
[42] The accuracy of our observations is significantly lower
than with usual stake experiments. This error arises from the
field conditions, in particular the tendency of the hollow,
noncapped aluminum stakes to melt into the hole walls and
tilt, effectively lowering the observed melt rate. Moreover,
the stake measurements are not from randomly chosen sites
and are not necessarily representative of the model cell in
which they were placed. Field safety considerations dictated
site selection, with the mostly flat, exposed surfaces contributing to the nonrandom nature of the stake sites. On a
smaller scale, irregular surface conditions around the stakes
also introduce a potential measurement error. In some cases
measured heights for two stakes at the same site yielded melt
rates up to 30% different. Therefore, while we make a
quantitative comparison between stake heights and modeled
melt rates, we also assign a relatively high uncertainty of 30%
to the stake data.
2.4. Glacier Surface Velocity
[43] We deployed a network of 12–22 continuously
recording GPS receivers on Helheim Glacier during the
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summers of 2007 and 2008 for 54 days and 55 days,
respectively. Dual‐frequency Trimble 5700 and NetRS
receivers collected data at sampling intervals of 1–5 s. Daily
velocities were calculated by fitting a linear model to position estimates determined kinematically, as described in
Nettles et al. [2008]. Each season’s network extended over
the length of the glacier trunk, including locations within a
few km of the calving front (Figure 1).
[44] For this study, several processing steps are performed
on the daily velocity time series for 2007 and 2008. The
largest changes in daily glacier velocity are associated with
glacial earthquakes [Nettles et al., 2008] and appear in the
record as step‐like increases in velocity on the days of the
earthquakes. In order to assess the influence of melt, we
subtract this increase (i.e., the velocity difference between
the day of the earthquake and the next) from all days following an earthquake in the GPS velocity record. We then
remove the mean, and a single, best‐fitting linear trend from
the time series for each GPS station; the latter accounts
approximately for the effects of advection of the station
through the glacier flow field. While more sophisticated
techniques could be employed for detrending the data [e.g.,
Amundson et al., 2008] this simple method is adequate for
our current analysis.
[45] For the dates on which maintenance visits occurred,
we substitute the average speed from the days before and
after to avoid incorporating artificial antenna displacements.
In cases of data gaps, we assign the mean station velocity of
the season. Uncertainties for the velocity estimates are
approximately 0.1 m d−1 [Nettles et al., 2008].
[46] To simplify our analysis, we distinguish between
stations near the front (downstream) and those farther
upstream. A cross correlation of daily velocity estimates
between 2007 front stations IS25, IS35, IS36, IS38, and
IS39 (see map in Figure 1a) demonstrates sufficient similarity between records that we can select one station record
as representative of this area. An average correlation coefficient of 0.78 (significant at the 95% level or higher) is
found when correlating IS25 with IS35, IS36, IS38, and
IS39, respectively. Therefore, IS25 is picked as representative for the front stations, since it has the longest record. A
similar spatial pattern is observed for 2008, where we find
average correlation coefficients of 0.97 when correlating the
front station IS41 with IS42, IS43, IS44, and IS47. Hence,
IS41 is picked as representative for front velocity behavior
for 2008.
[47] Unlike the downstream stations, melt records from
upstream stations (2007: IS27, IS28, IS29, IS30, IS31;
2008: IS51, IS53, IS61, IS62) are somewhat dissimilar (not
shown), perhaps due to their larger altitude difference.
Therefore, individual stations of interest are selected for
comparison with the melt signal.

3. Results
3.1. Validation of SEB Model
[48] To evaluate the SEB model, in this section we first
analyze the atmospheric conditions and melt at the AWS site
and then compare the SEB melt rates with in situ, stake‐
based measurements of ablation.
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Figure 4. Daily average surface energy fluxes in 2008 at the AWS site for (blue) sensible heat, (purple)
latent heat, (black) subsurface heat, (green) net short‐wave radiation, (brown) net long‐wave radiation,
and (red, bold) total energy flux available for melt (see equation (1)).

3.1.1. Meteorological Conditions and Melt
at the AWS Site
[49] Values measured at the AWS show many similarities
between 2007 and 2008 and some notable differences
(Figure 2). The relative humidity measured in 2007 exhibits a
daily cycle that is not evident in 2008, except in days 193–198
with a some what lower amplitude. The wind speed is comparable for the 2 years and aspirated temperatures are also
similar for both years, even though the 2007 temperature
record was synthesized, not observed, as described above in
section 2.1.1. The net short‐wave radiation is slightly higher
in 2007 than 2008, indicating more frequent clear skies.
Measurements of net short‐wave radiation from both years
follow the expected daily cycle. Amplitudes of 2007 net long‐
wave radiation resemble those observed in 2008.
[50] In 2008 an anomaly occurs on day 204, lasting for
17 h (01:00–18:00 UTC). During this period, the hourly
averaged wind speed reaches ∼15 m s−1. Low relative
humidity values and the lowest aspirated air temperatures
of the 2008 experiment were recorded during this time
interval, indicating a katabatic wind event. The mean wind
direction during this period is 315°, which is not an
anomaly but supports this interpretation. During this event,
the large‐scale atmospheric forcing was most likely aligned
with the common katabatic force, favoring stronger winds
than usual within the period. No similar events were observed
for 2007.
[51] The average daily energy fluxes calculated from the
SEB for the AWS site in 2008 are shown in Figure 4. The

katabatic wind event on day 204 is clearly seen in the
sensible and latent heat fluxes. There is a strong increase in
sensible heat flux as a consequence of above average wind
speed, and the latent heat flux drops due to the lower
humidity gradient over the surface. In spite of high net
short‐wave and sensible heat fluxes, melt is generally low
during this event, since the positive fluxes are balanced by
the strongly negative latent heat flux.
[52] The net short‐wave flux is a large component in the
flux budget (Figure 4) so it is not unexpected that the available
melt energy flux QM is closely correlated with the net short‐
wave radiative flux LSW. Maximum melt in 2008 occurs on
day 212 after a period of 4 days with increasing melt.
[53] A total ablation of 1.59 m is modeled at the AWS site
for 2008 over the ∼50 days of observation. For 2007 the total
modeled melt for the 27 day deployment is 0.89 m. Considering only the days of year where the two records overlap,
this yields similar melt rates for the 2 years of ∼3.2 cm d−1.
[54] The SEB model’s performance in the grid cell
occupied by the AWS in 2008 is shown in Figure 5. The
choice of z0 = 4 mm described in section 2.2.3 minimizes
the average difference between measured and modeled
ablation, but does not change the shape of the melt curve.
The shapes of the melt curves match well, indicating satisfactory performance in capturing changes in melt rates over
the season. Figure 5b shows the difference between modeled
and measured melt throughout the 2008 deployment. The
largest difference occurs on day 222, when the observed
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Figure 5. (a) Ablation at model cell corresponding to AWS location. Cumulative ablation for (red) 2008,
as calculated by the model, (blue) ablation measured, 2008, by the sonic ranger. Curves are very similar
and overlie each other. Black dot with ±10 cm error bar is an independent stake measurement of ablation
made on a field visit on day 213, 2008. The jagged nature of the measured data plot around days 217–223,
2008, is suspected to result from thermal or wind effects on the sensor. Black curve is cumulative ablation
for 2007 as calculated by the model. Blue dot with ±15 cm error bar is the only existing automatic sonic
ranger measurement. The error bar is the error on the initial mounting height of the sensor at deployment
time, 2007, as estimated from photos of the AWS. Shaded area is propagated uncertainty determined by
perturbing all measured parameters with uncertainty values provided by instrument manufacturers (see
section 2.1.2). (b) Difference between cumulative measured and modeled melt as a function of time,
2008. Note the change in scale.

ablation was ∼4 cm higher than the modeled amount. The
average difference throughout the deployment is 0.5 cm.
3.1.2. Comparison Between Modeled Melt and Stake
Measurements
[55] In 2007, the modeled melt is 0.89 m at the location of
the AWS (Figure 5). To measure ablation over the same
period, we combined two measurements of ice‐surface
height relative to the structure of the AWS. The first measurement is an estimate made from photographs of the AWS
taken at the time of its deployment. The second is a distance
measurement from the AWS sonic ranger obtained at the
end of the occupation, on day of year 235 (i.e., 23 August
2007). Unfortunately, the sonic ranger record is missing,
except for that day, due to instrument malfunction. Figure 5
shows that the measured ablation (0.85 ± 0.15 m) is consistent with the modeled ablation, 0.89 m. The large
uncertainty quoted is due to having resorted to using photographs, which are of significantly lower precision than the
sonic ranger. The 2008 sonic ranger record is complete and
also plotted in Figure 5 together with one independent stake
measurement, made on a field visit on day 213. Bias relative

to the stake measurements in both years is consistent, i.e.,
positive but within the error bars.
[56] We now evaluate the ability of the SEB model to
capture spatial variation across Helheim Glacier by comparing modeled melt rates to stake measurements made at
the sites occupied by GPS receivers. This comparison
focuses on 19 GPS station locations of the 2008 data set,
since the AWS record from that year is more complete than
that from 2007. The average measured melt rate at the 19
locations is 3.3 ± 1 cm d−1. The relatively large uncertainty
associated with the measured melt rates is discussed in
section 2.3. Figure 6 shows the modeled and observed melt
rates at the 19 sites. Of the 19 sites, observed melt rates at 11
sites are consistent with the modeled melt rates in the same
locations within the assigned error. Interestingly, the remaining eight sites (plotted in red) are clustered at low
elevation where we expect self‐drilling to be most prevalent.
The horizontal error bars (i.e., those associated with the
modeled melt rates) show the mean of the daily errors calculated as per the error analysis described in section 2.1.2.
The errors on the modeled melt rates are within ±13% of the
unperturbed model solution.
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Figure 6. Comparison between measured and modeled melt rates in the model cells where stake measurements were made in 2008. Errors of 30% of the individual measurements are assigned to the stake
measurements to account for local variability. Horizontal error bars are errors calculated from the perturbation analysis described in section 2.1.2. Black line traces the values where modeled and observed melt
rates are equal. Modeled melt rates that are not statistically consistent with the observed melt rates are
plotted with red diamonds. All stations in this group are located in the front cluster, the area where we
expect self‐drilling to be most prevalent.
3.2. Spatial Distribution of Surface Melt
[57] To investigate the model’s ability to capture local
variations in melt, separate records are extracted for the grid
cells within which the GPS data were recorded. The average
positions of each GPS receiver during the deployment are
used to identify these cells, which are located both up‐ and
downstream of the AWS.
3.2.1. Integrated Melt
[58] Figure 7 shows the 2007 and 2008 results for the
distributed grid, plotted as average melt rates in millimeters
per day, water equivalent (mm d−1 w.e.). Helheim Glacier
exhibits a large altitudinal gradient in melt. Mean melt in the
front area is ∼63–77% higher than at the upper sites, with
average melt rates of 39 and 41 mm d−1 w.e. for 2007 and
2008, respectively, over the whole deployment period.
[59] Selected results of the 2007 model run are shown in
Figure 8. Figure 8a shows, for the area in Figure 7a, the
temporal variation in total melt over the model region
(“07Integrated”) both in absolute daily volumes and relative
to the mean of 1.5 × 107 m3 d−1 w.e. Two distinct periods of
increasing melt followed by an abrupt termination are evident, one from day 213 to 217 and one from 220 to 223.
Near the end of the deployment period, two single days of
large negative deviations from the mean occur on days 230
and 232.

[60] Day‐to‐day variations in melt in 2008 (relative to the
mean for the integrated melt over the model domain, 1.4 ×
107 m3 d−1 w.e.) are as much as +68% and −64% (melt
record “08Integrated” shown in Figure 9a). A period with
small variations around the mean lasts from the beginning of
the deployment until day 210. A clear buildup and peak in
melting then occurs from day 210 to 219, peaking at day
212. The peak on day 212 (68% higher than the mean) is the
highest daily melt in the deployment. This is followed by a
period of below‐average melt, lasting until the end of the
time series.
[61] The assigned error bars in Figures 8a and 9a are
averages of the daily errors determined at the 16 specific
sites for 2007 and 19 sites for 2008, calculated as a percentage of the average daily melt at these sites. The means
of this percentage (i.e., the error) are ±11% and ±13%, for
2007 and 2008 respectively.
3.2.2. Local Melt Records
[62] For 2007 and 2008, we consider a number of local
melt records corresponding to the grid cells containing the
average position of a given GPS receiver throughout the
deployment. We select locations both up‐ and downstream
(2007: IS30 and IS35, respectively; 2008: IS53 and IS42,
respectively) (Figure 1). The corresponding melt estimates
are “07upstream,” “07downstream,” “08upstream,” and
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Figure 7. Average melt rate at Helheim Glacier. (a) Days of year 208–235, 2007. (b) Days of year 182–
232 for 2008. Black dot indicates position of AWS. Geographic coordinates designate model grid point
intersections with ticks for every 10 model cells in each direction. Error in estimated values is typically
±11–13% (see section 3.2.1).
“08downstream,” respectively. For model calibration purposes, we also calculate a melt record for the model cell
containing the AWS, termed “08AWS.”
[63] Figures 8b and 8c show melt records 07upstream and
07downstream, which overall are quite similar. Melt fluctuations from the mean are slightly larger in the 07downstream record with a maximum deviation from the mean of
58%, while the upstream maximum is 55%. Other subtle
differences are also evident in the records. For example,
melt increases strongly from day 214 to 215 up‐glacier,
while no change (within error bars) is observed at the front
during the same time period.
[64] Similar characteristics are also noted in the 2008
upstream and downstream melt records (Figures 9b and 9c).
Here, smaller‐scale differences are also apparent. For
example, the peak melting occurs 2 days earlier (day 212) at
the downstream site compared to the upstream site (day
214). In general, for both years, the pattern of melt calcu-

lated at specific locations resembles the pattern seen in the
total melt across the glacier.
[65] Mean daily errors upstream are −3.1 and +3.3 mm
w.e. for 2007 and −3.4 and +3.5 mm w.e. for 2008 (Figures
8b and 9b), corresponding to approximately ±13% and
±15% of mean melt in the upstream locations, respectively.
Mean daily errors downstream are −4.3 and +4.4 mm w.e.
for 2007 and −5.3 and +5.0 mm w.e. for 2008 (Figures 8c
and 9c), corresponding to ±11% and ±13% of mean downstream melt, respectively.
3.3. Comparison of Melt Rates and Ice
Speed Variations
[66] We investigate the potential effect of runoff on flow
speed through statistical analyses of the modeled melt
records and the observed surface velocities. For 2007 and
2008 we perform local cross‐correlation analyses of upstream
melt estimates (07upstream/08upstream) with upstream
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Figure 8. Melt in absolute quantities (white bars) with error bars calculated from the sensitivity analysis (see section 2.1.2), and melt relative to mean (black bars), 2007. (a) Integrated melt over entire
model domain (record 07Integrated), with mean value 1.5 × 107 m3 d−1 w.e. (b) Melt calculated in
upstream model cell containing average position of GPS station IS30 (record 07upstream), with mean
value 24.8 mm d−1 w.e. (c) Melt calculated in downstream model cell containing average position of
GPS station IS35 (record 07downstream), with mean value 39.3 mm d−1 w.e.

velocity records, and the downstream melt estimates
(07downstream/08downstream) with downstream velocity
records. We also correlate estimates of the total melt, integrated across the entire model domain (07Integrated/08Integrated) to the front area velocities. Finally, we perform a
similar analysis using the estimated 2008 melt record from the
AWS site (08AWS) since the AWS was colocated with a GPS
receiver to within 20 m.
[67] In a qualitative sense, we observe that when the melt
is above the mean, the velocity also tends to be above the
mean, as can be seen in the top two panels of Figures 10
and 11. This pattern is borne out quantitatively by the
results of the cross‐correlation analysis.
3.3.1. Summer of 2007
[68] Figure 10a shows the temporal variation of the integrated surface melt record (07Integrated, in blue), the
upstream record (07upstream, in red), and the downstream
record (07downstream, in green) with respect to mean values of 1.5 × 107 m3 d−1 w.e., 24.8 mm d−1 w.e., and 39.3
mm d−1 w.e., respectively (see Figure 7). To facilitate
comparison between signals, melt variations in the figure are
normalized relative to the maximum amplitude in each zero‐
mean time series. Figure 10b shows the temporal variation
of GPS‐derived ice velocity for three representative glacier
sites (blue for the downstream trunk, green for the front, and
red for the upstream sites). Speeds are shown as deviations
from the mean, which are 15.6, 23.2, and 12.9 m d−1,

respectively. Figure 10c shows correlation coefficients for
several values centered around zero lag between matching
pairs, that is, between the 07Integrated melt and the ice
speed of the frontal station, the 07downstream melt and the
speed of the downstream station, and 07upstream melt and
the upstream station speed.
[69] The largest correlation coefficients r that result from
testing these records for the effect of surface melt on ice
speed variations are r = 0.68, 0.42, and 0.42, respectively.
The correlation coefficients for all three cases peak when the
velocity is delayed by 1 day relative to surface melt. (There
is a secondary, local maximum at negative delays for the
07upstream/upstream correlation. However, correlation values at negative time delays, which are included for completeness, have no physical meaning.) To evaluate the
statistical significance of these correlation values, we first
calculate autocorrelation functions for surface melt variations and speed variations to assess the degree of independence, or randomness, of those samples. These tests reveal a
decorrelation time of 2 days; we define decorrelation time as
the lag beyond which the autocorrelation function falls
within the values of a normally distributed function at the
95% confidence limit. Therefore, we reduce the degrees of
freedom available to calculate significance from 27, the total
number of samples, to 13. The p values for the three correlation coefficients, using 13 degrees of freedom and a one‐
tailed test (warranted by the hypothesis that ice velocity
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Figure 9. Melt in absolute quantities (white bars) with error bars calculated from the sensitivity analysis
(see section 2.1.2), and melt relative to mean (black bars), 2008. (a) Integrated melt over entire model
domain (record 08Integrated), with mean value 1.4 × 107 m3 d−1 w.e. (b) Melt calculated in upstream
model cell containing average position of GPS station IS53 (record 08upstream), with mean value 23.1
mm d−1 w.e. (c) Melt calculated in downstream model cell containing average position of GPS station
IS42 (record 08downstream), with mean value 41 mm d−1 w.e.

does not affect surface melt), are p = 0.0068, 0.0595, and
0.0595, respectively, indicating significant correlations for
all three comparisons at >90% levels (IS25, IS30, and IS35),
and >99% levels for the comparison involving the integrated
melt and ice speed of the downstream trunk area (IS25).
3.3.2. Summer of 2008
[70] Results for the summer of 2008 are consistent with
those of 2007. Figure 11a shows surface melt variations,
Figure 11b shows ice velocity variations, and Figure 11c
shows the correlation values for the comparison of melt
records with their respective velocity records. There is a
maximum positive correlation coefficient of r = 0.57 in the
08Integrated/front area station comparison. As in 2007, the
maximum correlation coefficient peak occurs when the
velocity signal lags the melt signal by 1 day. The local
comparisons yield correlation coefficients of r = 0.53 for
08downstream/downstream station and r = 0.11 for the
08AWS/AWS station, also with a 1 day delay producing the
highest r value. While notably smaller than at the sites on
the lower glacier, there is also a distinguishable peak around
this coefficient where the surrounding correlation coefficients (±1 day relative to the peak) are r = −0.09 and r =
−0.05, respectively. In the 08upstream/upstream station
correlation, an r value of 0.46 occurs with a 1 day delay,
consistent with the results at the front of the glacier.
[71] As in the 2007 records, the autocorrelations of surface melt and ice velocity signals yield a decorrelation time

of 2 days, or a total of ∼24 degrees of freedom, for the N =
49 data points (days) in the original records. Since the resulting p values for the comparisons discussed above are p =
0.0012, p = 0.0027, p = 0.2963, and p = 0.009, respectively,
they reveal correlation coefficients for a 1 day delay that are
all statistically significant at >99% levels for all but the
08AWS/AWS velocity record comparison.

4. Discussion
[72] In general, melt/velocity correlation coefficients are
comparable for the 2 years of observation. All comparisons
in 2007 and 2008 yield the highest correlation coefficients
when the velocity is delayed 1 day relative to the melt
signal. Adjacent correlation values are significantly smaller,
indicative of a well‐peaked correlation function. We note
that the 2007 melt data are calculated using a synthetic
temperature record which is only half the length of the 2008
record, potentially influencing the correlation values. That
the 1 day optimal delay is seen everywhere may be related
to the overall coherence of the ice body. However, the
stronger correlations observed lower on the glacier suggest
some spatial dependence in the glacier’s response to runoff.
For all comparisons, except the 08AWS/AWS velocity
record, we see a statistically significant correlation at the
90% level or above (for 2008, 99% levels). We therefore
reject the null hypothesis that melt does not have any effect
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Figure 10. Comparisons of melt and velocity, 2007: (a) Melt signals 07Integrated, 07downstream, and
07upstream. All signals are plotted as deviations from the mean and normalized relative to maximum
amplitude for comparison. (b) Deviations from mean measured surface speed at downstream GPS site
1 (IS25), downstream GPS site 2 (IS35), and upstream GPS site (IS30) in percentages. (c) Correlation
coefficients for comparisons 07Integrated/downstream 1, 07downstream/downstream 2, and
07upstream/upstream. Dashed line is critical r value (r = 0.51) for significance at the 95% level, dotted
line is critical r value (r = 0.35) for significance at the 90% level. Both with 13 degrees of freedom, one‐
tailed distribution.
on ice velocity, keeping in mind that even significant correlation does not imply causation.
[73] For both 2007 and 2008, the highest r values result
from correlating the integrated daily melt signal with the
velocity records representative of the glacier front area. The
strong correlation near the front, especially for 2008, suggests that melt affects velocity behavior in a direct way in
this area. If the correlation coefficient can be interpreted as a
measure of the strength of the effect of melt on velocity, our
results indicate that this effect is stronger near the front of
the glacier than farther upstream. There are several reasons
this may be the case. The front of Helheim Glacier is heavily
crevassed because of high strain rates (∼0.5 yr−1). We
suggest that the strain rate field creates conditions favorable
for the rapid transit of runoff from the surface to the bed.
This region of the glacier is near flotation [de Juan et al.,
2010] and is probably sensitive to additional surface meltwater perturbing the already high basal water pressure.

Conversely, we see lower correlation values in the areas
where the surface velocities are slower, for example by
stations IS51 and IS53, 2008 (Figure 1b). The station farthest upstream, IS53, has a higher average velocity than the
station downstream of it, IS51, indicating the existence of a
compression zone between the two sites. The correlation of
the melt and the velocity signals is lower at IS51 (AWS site)
than at any other site considered in 2008. We note, however,
that the up‐glacier sites are at higher altitudes where less
melt is generated, possibly limiting the effect of basal
lubrication.
[74] With our daily time resolution of the velocity record,
our results point to a delay of 12–36 h from generation at the
surface to the time when an effect is observed. We expect
the time lag to be closer to 12 h than 36 h, which is still
longer than the response times found on the ice sheet flank
by, e.g., Shepherd et al. [2009].
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Figure 11. Comparisons of melt and velocity, 2008: (a) Melt signals 08Integrated, 08downstream,
08AWS, and 08upstream. All signals are plotted as deviations from the mean and normalized relative
to maximum amplitude for comparison. (b) Deviations from mean measured surface speed at downstream GPS site 1 (IS41), downstream GPS site 2 (IS42), AWS GPS site (IS51), and upstream GPS
site (IS53) in percentages. (c) Correlation coefficients for comparisons 08Integrated/downstream 1,
08downstream/downstream 2, 08AWS/AWS, and 08upstream/upstream. Dashed line is critical r value
(r = 0.33) for significance at the 95% level, dotted line is critical r value (r = 0.26) for significance at
the 90% level. Both with 24 degrees of freedom, one‐tailed distribution.

[75] The full range of velocity variations for the time
series shown in Figures 10 and 11, after the effects of glacial
earthquakes and advection have been removed, is about
+3% to −5.5%, with typical variations of about ±2%. For the
2% case, the corresponding absolute velocity variations
range from about 0.2–0.5 m d−1 or ∼70–180 m yr−1. Joughin
et al. [2008b] find meltwater‐induced velocity variations on
West Greenland outlet glaciers (Jakobshavn Isbræ and a
number of smaller, marine terminating glaciers in this
region), determined in 24 day averages, to be about half this
large. For the purpose of comparison, we produce twenty‐
nine 24 day running averages for our daily 2008 time series
centered on days 10 July–7 August (days of year 192–220).
We use station IS41, close to the glacier front, for the
comparison: this station has a mean daily velocity of
18.4 m d−1 after corrections for glacial earthquakes and
advection have been applied. The 24 day averaging natu-

rally smoothes day‐to‐day variations and yields a peak
difference between the seasonal mean speed and the highest
24 day average speed of ∼1%, corresponding to a variability
of ∼55 m yr−1, i.e., within the 51–77 m yr−1reported by
Joughin et al. [2008b] in West Greenland. We therefore
believe our results to be generally in good agreement with
those of Joughin et al. [2008b] and note that daily variations
in speed due to runoff do not differ dramatically in amplitude from the seasonal.
[76] Our knowledge of Helheim Glacier’s water budget is
incomplete because no record of discharge exists. We also
lack information on basal water pressures and storage times,
data usually acquired by drilling to the bed or through dye‐
tracing experiments [e.g., Kamb et al., 1985]. It is therefore
not possible at this point to determine if Helheim’s subglacial hydrology is dominated by a low‐pressure tunnel
system, a system of distributed linked cavities and small
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channels, or both [see, e.g., Kamb et al., 1985; Kamb, 1987;
Björnsson, 1998; Bartholomaus et al., 2008].
[77] Above‐normal runoff due to surface melt near the
front of the glacier can have an effect in filling crevasses and
accelerating calving processes, causing accelerations of the
glacier trunk, as described by Sohn et al. [1998]. Enhanced
calving by hydrofracturing has been modeled by Benn et al.
[2007]. As demonstrated by Nettles et al. [2008], the glacier
dynamics observed in the GPS signals are modulated partly
by calving at the front, coeval with glacial earthquakes. We
observe that, of the seismic events occurring within the
period of melt calculation in 2007, two occur on day 225, 2
days after the maximum melt observed. The same pattern is
seen in 2008, when on day 214 two glacial earthquakes were
detected, again2 days after a period of strong meltwater
production. This suggests a relationship between melt output and calving. However, in 2008, a glacial earthquake also
occurred on day 232 following several days of below‐mean
melt. The relatively short time series used and the small
sample size in this study is thus insufficient to test this
intriguing hypothesis.

5. Conclusions
[78] We have developed a distributed surface‐energy‐balance model for Helheim Glacier and validated it against field
observations for 2008. The model was run over a period of 27
full days for 2007 and 49 full days for 2008 to estimate daily
runoff from surface melt over the snow‐free part of the glacier
(i.e., below 1000 m above sea level). The calibrated model
performed well and produced results in agreement with
ablation observations made at an AWS on the glacier.
[79] Estimated melt rates are similar for both years.
Average modeled melt rates for the grid cell containing the
AWS were 3.2 cm d−1 (∼29.0 mm d−1 w.e.) for 2007 and
2008. Average melt rates for the frontal area of the glacier are
4.44 cmd−1 (40.7 mm d−1 w.e.) and 4.36 cm d−1 (40.0 mm d−1
w.e.) for 2007 and 2008, respectively. Up‐glacier of the
AWS, modeled melt rates are 2.42 cm d−1 (22.2 mm d−1 w.e.)
in 2007 and 2.24 cm d−1 (20.5 mm d−1 w.e.) in 2008 for the
entire deployment periods. The slightly lower melt rates in
2008 are mainly due to the time series starting earlier in the
melt season when melt rates were lower.
[80] The melt signal at Helheim has a large altitudinal
gradient, which can partly be ascribed to the elevation
difference of ∼900 m between the glacier front and the up‐
glacier part of the catchment. Variations in albedo also contribute to the spatial differences in melt, with the lower,
heavily crevassed, reaches of the glacier having lower albedo.
[81] Total melt output and model results from selected
cells are correlated with observations of speed from GPS
network deployments on Helheim Glacier in 2007 and 2008.
The highest correlations occur for locations near the front of
the glacier in both years. For all comparisons but one, we
find that the correlations are significant at >90% levels. For
both years, 12–36 h delays between meltwater generation at
the surface and glacier speed increases are found. We suggest that the lower bound of this interval represents the
transition time for runoff to travel from the surface to the
bed of the glacier, while acknowledging that our 1 day
temporal resolution may influence this interpretation.
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[82] Our results indicate a dependence of ice velocity on
runoff variations at a fast‐flowing outlet glacier. The effect
is larger near the front of the glacier where melt rates are
higher. We argue that part of the spatial dependence of this
effect is caused by the difference in the magnitude of the
meltwater flux. However, we also speculate that the
enhanced response near the front results from this region
having a better hydraulic connection to the bed, thereby
supplying additional water at a faster rate. Moreover, a large
fraction of the generated runoff from the entire catchment is
expected to be routed under the frontal area of the glacier,
possibly causing a cumulative dynamic effect.
[83] While large accelerations, primarily at the front of the
glacier, are governed by calving dynamics [e.g., Nettles et al.,
2008], it is clear from this study that variations in runoff
volume contribute to the velocity behavior of Helheim Glacier. Temporally coincident large melt fluxes and calving
events suggest that basal water lubrication might bring the
glacier into a calving‐prone state, but further research is
required to test this hypothesis.
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